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Registered 
Angus Cattle 
Since 1952

Owned with Big Dry Angus Ranch, Jordan, MT
The highest YW EPD and highest proven UREA EPD son of the curve-
bender dam, SAF Royal Queen 5084, DIRECTIVE is a maternal brother
to such curve-bender sires as SAF STRATEGY 9015, SAF FOCUS J30,

SAF FOCUS 9095, SAF BULLS EYE and SAF TOP DOLLAR.
$16 per straw/$40 per certificate

Owned with Van Nice Angus Ranch, Silver Star, MT, and 
Paul’s Livestock, Edwail, WA. 

Proven calving-ease and strong scrotal fertility are hallmarks of this
complete, balanced-trait son of the 5084 cow. He sired the top-

indexing heifer, the $10,000 high-selling calf, and the $8,000 second
top-selling bull calf in his first calf crop at SydGen.

$16 per straw/$40 per certificate

Owned with Leachman Angus Ranch, Bozeman, MT,
and TC Ranch, Franklin, NE

Of the 76 sons of Leachman Right Time on the Fall 2003 Sire
Summary, BOOM TIME offers the highest IMF EPD and the fourth

highest WW EPD, as well as a BW EPD in the top third of all current
sires. BOOM TIME’s dam is now serving as a donor at SydGen.

$20 per straw/$40 per certificate

Owned with Express Genetics, Yukon, OK
With an adjusted %IMF reading of 8.03% and a ratio of 250, STERLING

has the potential for breed-leading carcass quality, and his first four
progeny recently scanned recorded an average IMF ratio of 123. From a
cow family long noted for fertility, low birth weights, and excellent udder

structure, STERLING excels at the basics of quality beef production.
$16 per straw/$40 per certificate

Owned with Millcreek Farm, West Mansfield, OH
Only three sires in the Angus breed rank in the top 1% for YW EPD, along
with a UREA EPD in the top 5%. DIVERSITY is the highest Milk EPD of the
three. His sons are showing up well in bull tests across the country, but his

greatest asset may yet prove to be his daughters. Despite their early
growth, the daughters are remaining fairly moderate in frame size, with

excellent teat and udder structure.
$20 per straw/$40 per certificate

Owned with Refocus Associates
The top weaning weight bull of our 2001 calf crop, the top-selling bull in

the history of SydGen, and the first to sell with the SydGen prefix,
REFOCUS is the only full brother to the popular, well-proven curve-bender

sire SAF FOCUS OF ER. His two maternal sisters are the highest-valued
females ever produced at SydGen, and his first calves are drawing

favorable reviews across the country.
$25 per straw/$40 per certificate
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